clan henderson

scottish coloring book

Virtue Alone Ennobles
SOLAVIRTUSNOBILITAT
An Cirean Ceann Cinnidh

for wee scots
“SCOTTIE”
THE SCOTTISH TERRIER
The Henderson ancient kilt has five colors. Do you know what they are? Color the boxes with the colors.
A LASSIE

and

A LADDIE
Fordell Castle was built by James Henderson of Fordell in 1580.

Fordell Castle is the ancestral home of many of the members of the Clan Henderson Society.
The Flag of Scotland

The Flag of Scotland is called:

a. Andrew
b. John
c. holy smoke
d. Catherine
e. Cuthbert

ST. ___________’s Flag
many years ago, a picture was taken of a large "monster-like" object swimming in Loch Ness. in the many years since, countless experts have tried to prove a large animal is living in the loch. however, no such proof exists. still, it is nice to think there might be a "nellie" out in the lake-- swimming and playing.